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FOREWORD: ABOUT THIS LIVING DOCUMENT
KEEP IT FRESH

Everything changes. This signage plan and design standards document is intended to be updated
and revised to keep it relevant. Every couple of years, it would be advisable to dust this off, and
revisit the recommended future developments.
Keep in mind that the overall design concepts or brand elements should not change significantly
over time – visual consistency in telling the brand story is paramount to successful community
branding. Rather, this document should evolve as new projects become completed, new sign
types are developed, or new ideas come to light.

USE PROFESSIONAL DESIGNERS AND EXPERIENCED CONTRACTORS
These guidelines are intended to be used by experienced designers, contractors, and sign producers. AdvantageHOPE or District of Hope staff that have no formal design training may edit
existing design files to reproduce commonly used signs, but they should not be creating new or
unique signage. Anyone editing signage needs to have working knowledge of Adobe Illustrator,
InDesign, and Photoshop.
In Appendix 1, there is a contact list of previously used local designers, contractors, suppliers,
and volunteers. You are not obliged to use any of them, but they are a good place to start.

SIGNAGE ASSET FOLDER & HOPE BRAND BOOK
Along with these Sign Standards, there is a folder that contains fonts, textures, icons, logos, and
other commonly used design elements. Also in that folder is the most recent version of the Hope
Brand Book - these signage guidelines work in concert with the overall Hope Brand. Contact
AdvantageHOPE if you need to access these design files.
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FORWARD: ABOUT THIS LIVING DOCUMENT

1

Branding & Signage
Signage helps tell the brand story
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PART 1: BRANDING & SIGNAGE

SIGNS ARE AN EXTENSION OF THE HOPE BRAND

DESIGN INSPIRATION: NATURAL ELEMENTS
Steep granite faces and tall cedars

It’s one thing to come up with a brand story for a community. But telling
that story is and bringing it to life is another thing altogether. In Hope,
we went through the branding process in 2013/14, resulting in a new
visual identity and Brand Book. This brand document articulates who
we are as a community, and how we would like to present ourselves to
new visitors, potential investors, and new residents.

One of the clear themes that emerged from the community branding
exercise, was how connected locals felt to nature. Part of the reason
for this, is that the dramatic rock faces, towering cedars and firs, and
rivers/lakes are literally everywhere you turn… even for those who
don’t explore the backcountry. The majesty of the raw, natural mountain landscape is ever-present, and universally felt in this community.

People experience brands through touchpoints – the tangible and visual
interfaces that people commonly come in contact with when experiencing Hope. When someone visits the District’s or AdvantageHOPE’s
website, that’s a touchpoint. When people interact with a shop owner,
that’s a touchpoint. When a visitor enjoys the Japanese Garden, that’s a
touchpoint. The look and feel, as well as the quality of these things all
reflect on the brand, and colour how people think of our community.

The dramatic, in-your-face granite walls and boulders, combined with
the tall stands of fir and cedars, are the natural elements that have
become synonymous with Hope. There are few places that in BC that
can own those in-town features, and Hope is one of them.
These natural elements form the building blocks of community
signage design. From the materials that go into the sign construction
(i.e. cedar kiosks and sign posts), to the graphic textures used in sign
panel design, we try to inject these natural elements into all signage.

Signage is a major touchpoint for visitors and residents alike. Well
designed, well placed, and well maintained signage has a positive
impact on people. The impressions the signs leave will reinforce how
they think of Hope.

The images on the following page, taken from trails in and around the
Hope townsite, illustrate the natural mood and style that we should try
to emulate. Several of the textures used in the graphic design of the
signs are actually taken in town (grey rock and wood textures).

Lack of signage at key places, poorly worded or designed signage, or
damaged/outdated signs leave a bad taste in people’s mouths. If the
signs leave people with a poor impression, that translates to a bad
impression for the Hope Brand.
A sign with visually beautiful graphics, relevant information, and a
clean design = a beautiful, relevant, clean town.
An old, cracked, outdated sign with cheesy graphics = old, broken, outdated, cheesy town.
It’s that simple.
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2 Design Elements for Signs
Working with type, colour, icons, and textures
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PART 2: DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR SIGNS
Signage design elements are based on the Hope’s Brand Book. The
typography, colours, and textures are all consistent with the original
brand look and feel. The tone of voice should also be consistent with
the community brand. The sections below are taken from the Brand
Book, and are summarized here for quick reference.

DISPLAY / HEADLINE FONTS
Veneer (all caps only)

abcdefghIjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 | !@#$%&*(){}?:;/><~

TYPOGRAPHY
The consistent use of brand fonts is key to having on-brand signage. It’s
important to recognize when to use display/headline fonts, and when
to use a body font. Like all design elements, it’s easy to overuse them.

This is a textured and condensed font, and should not have wide or
expanded letter spacing. This font is all capitals, and is suitable for
only titles and high-level headings. Oswald font may be substituted
for Veneer in document design and web applications, but never used
along with it.

When creating effective typography arrangements, there are a few
rules. “Display” or headline fonts are just that – for headlines, titles,
and short soundbites. Never use display fonts for running text or full
sentences - that’s what the body font is for. See the example on the
following page. Limit your use of headline fonts to one or two on any
given design. Below is a list of brand fonts, and how to use them.

OSWALD (ALL CAPS or lowercase)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghIjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 | !@#$%&*(){}?:;/><~

BODY FONT

This is also a condensed font that can be substituted for Veneer, in
cases where Veneer might not display properly (i.e. too small to see
the texture). Veneer and Oswald should never be used together - it’s
either/or.

Body fonts are less decorative, and meant to be highly legible and
readable for use in larger sections of running text (like the wording you
find on interpretive signs). Gill Sand Std should be the only body type
used for signage.

Museo Slab (regular or italic)
abcdefghIjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghIjklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Gill Sans Std (15 styles)
abcdefghIjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 | !@#$%&*(){}?:;/><~

1234567890 | !@#$%&*(){}?:;/><~
This font provides a nice contrast to Veneer or Oswald, and is appropriate for subtitles, subheadings, and short taglines or soundbite statements. Like all headline fonts, avoid using it for running text.

This font can be used in all capitals for sub headings, or in its natural
lowercase format for sentences and paragraphs. Avoid using the condensed, shadowed, or extra bold iterations of this font family.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Example of ‘display’ and ‘body’ fonts in action.

Display Font
(Veneer)

Subheadings

(Gill Sans, all caps)

Display Font

This is one of those
cases where the
body font in all
caps can serve as a
subheading.

(Veneer)

Body Font

(Gill Sans Std)

Display Font
(Veneer)

Display Font

Body Font

(Veneer)

(Gill Sans Std)

Body Font

(Gill Sans Std)

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Primary Colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Glacial

Spring Leaf

CMYK: 38, 25, 15, 0
RGB: 160, 174, 192
Hex: #A0AEC0

CMYK: 35, 0, 100, 14
RGB: 156, 185, 45
Hex: #9CB92D

Sky

Granite

CMYK: 76, 50, 19, 1
RGB: 75, 118, 160
Hex: #4B76A0

CMYK: 66, 59, 58, 41
RGB: 72, 72, 72
Hex: #484848

Secondary Colours
Needle

Fall Aspen

CMYK: 9, 26, 80, 5
RGB: 138, 154, 87
Hex: #8A9A57

CMYK: 10, 18, 75, 0
RGB: 231, 200, 95
Hex: #E7C85F

Brand colours are outlined in the Brand Book. They
are broken down into primary, secondary, and tertiary colours. Most signs should use only primary
and secondary colours. Tertiary colours should
only be used when an extension of the brand
palette is required (i.e. for maps and legends, or
in cases where there are colour-coded elements
that require more than greens, blues, and golds).
On the rare occasion where more colour variety is
required, it is suggested to use tints of the primary
or secondary colours at 70%.
Note: There are no pantones listed here, as you should
not be using them in signage design. Please refer to
the Brand Book if you need the pantone codes.

Tertiary Colours (extended colour palette)
Dusty Teal

Deep Blue

CMYK: 65, 23, 50, 2
RGB: 95, 155, 138
Hex: #5F9B8A

CMYK: 93, 65, 35, 18
RGB: 29, 82, 114
Hex: #1D5272

Rhodo

Autumn Orange

CMYK: 37, 93, 14, 0
RGB: 169, 56, 133
Hex: #A93885

CMYK: 13, 74, 94, 2
RGB: 210, 97, 46
Hex: #D2612E

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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ICONS
Icons are very effective at drawing the viewer’s eye to something important. They can quickly convey key information when used correctly.
Unfortunately, they can also be very distracting.

The two most common problems with icons are overuse, and overly complex icons.
Keep icons simple, and use them sparingly.

‘Rules of Thumb’ for icon use
Use simple icons with a singular graphic.
Icons need to be easily recognizable to be effective. The meaning
should be understandable with a glance. Complex icons that take more
than a couple seconds to decipher are not effective. Do not try to tell
a story with an icon. If an icon needs to be explained, it’s too complex.
A good rule of thumb is that an icon should represent only one or two
words. Examples are Yield, Phone, and No Smoking. If you need more
than two words to describe the meaning of an icon, chances are that it
is too complex.

Icons should not duplicate information.
The role of an icon is to convey a message. As such, you should not
need to write the same message along with it (unless a language
barrier is expected). For example, if you use a phone icon, and then
use the words ‘phone’ next to it, you’ve made the icon redundant. Use
either the icon, or the words associated with it, but not both. Having
said that, it’s fine to have ‘qualifying’ text with an icon. For example, you
may use caution icon along with a few words to describe the actual
danger. A good rule of thumb is to ask, “is this icon redundant”?

Icons should serve a purpose.
Many people think of icons as decorations. They are not! Icons should
always serve a purpose. Bringing the viewer’s eye to a key piece of
information on a page is one of the best uses. Also, if language barriers
are a concern, icons are useful, as long as they are universal and simple.
A good rule of thumb is to ask yourself, “what’s the point” of the icon?
Why is it there? Is it necessary? If you don’t have a good answer, take
it out.

Less is more with icons. Use sparingly.
The fewer icons (or graphics) there the more impact they have. If you
have a many icons scattered throughout the same design, none of
them will really jump out. Avoid using icons in headings and titles.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS

Be consistent across the sign project.
AdvantageHOPE has started an icon library for commonly used signage
icons. Start there if you are looking for an icon. Always follow the specifications on the next page.
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ICON GUIDELINES AT A GLANCE
Naked Icons - the first choice
Icons should primarily be used without background shapes or borders. This allows for a
cleaner, contemporary look, with less clutter
and distraction.

But if you must...

Use the icon library first

If a design calls for a shape background, a
circle is acceptable. To allow some flexibility
for design, placing a brand-coloured circle
behind a soft white icon is allowed.

There are many common icons with a myriad
of variations. To maintain a cohesive and
professional look across brand touchpoints,
we’ve started consolidating icons into one
set. Please check the icon library before
sourcing new ones.

What we want to avoid!
These icons all mean the same thing.

Keep it flat

Stick with the brand Colours

Be consistent

Icons should be designed ‘flat’. No drop
shadows, no outer glows, no 3D effects
(beveling, embossing, reflection). Gradients,
should only be used by professional
designers.

But don’t use them all in the same place!
Black, white, or any of the brand colours are
fine to use with icons. Generally, you should
limit the use of icon colours in one design.

However you decide to style your icons,
make sure the treatment is consistent
throughout same set of signs.

Minimum Sizes

No.

And no.

We love brand colours - but stick to one where possible

No.

The minimum dimensions listed below
are absolutes. Ideally, you would use a
larger size. Ultimately, icons need to be
recognizable.
›› Displays/signage: 0.5” (13 mm)
›› Documents:

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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0.25” (6 mm)

TEXTURES
The main textures all derive from the natural brand elements of Hope –
granite/slate, natural wood/cedar, and the occasional use of lush green
moss or ferns. As with all brand elements, they should be combined in
such a way that they visually contrast or highlight something. Visually,
these contrasts or highlights help organize the content for the viewer,
and provide a clear hierarchy of information.
In the Signage Asset Folder, you will find high resolution images for
the following:
›› Light rock texture (granite)
›› Dark rock texture (slate/granite)
›› Natural wood (cedar)
›› Moss

Example of a 4” x 6” Directional Sign. Notice how the dark
and light contrast each other, creating a visual divide
between the sign title (on the left) and the main content
area to the right.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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CREATING UNITY – BRANDED POST BANDS & MEDALLIONS
In addition to using fonts, colours, and
textures to create a sense of a unified Hope
brand, the use of logos and the Hope ‘O’ icon
can be very effective at tying all the branding touchpoints together. The Hope icon,
when used judiciously, serves as a recognizable thumbprint that unifies all signs with
the community brand. The key word here is
‘judicious’. If the icon is overly used, or used
inappropriately, then it comes off as distracting and tacky. For example, if the Hope logo
is used anywhere on your design, then the
icon should not be used… it’s overkill, and
the logo already serves as the brand thumbprint. Keep in mind that not all signs need
a logo or icon. The proper use of the other
design elements is usually enough to keep
signs on-brand.

Branded Post Bands

Hope ‘O’ Medallions

Many of the larger kiosk signs have the
Hope logo on them. But for smaller signs
where having a logo is not necessary, we
have added a black-coated aluminum post
band with the Hope icon in the centre.
These bands draw attention to the smaller
signs, and add an instantly recognizable and
unique element to the Hope signage.

On larger signs and kiosks, instead of the
branded post bands, a simple metal ‘O’
medallion can be affixed on the top beam
of most Kiosk structures. The medallions
are a cut out (like a stamp), and set against
a cedar backing, letting the natural wood
show through. These medallions were
outside of the budgeted scope of the
2018 – 2019 signage project, but should
be included in future signage designs
and upgrades. For example, the Minor
Interpretive Kiosks can very easily have the
medallions attached to them at any time.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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3 Sign Types

Classifying different types of signs

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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SIGNAGE TYPES - QUICK REFERENCE TABLE

Information & Amenity Signage

Vehicle
Wayfinding

Gateway Signage &
Community Portals

SIGN TYPE

PURPOSE

SIZE (IN)

GENERAL LOCATION

EXAMPLES

Custom

Wallace St + Water Ave; see pages
22 to 23 for more locations

N/A

9.5’ (W) x 10.5’
(H) x 3.5’ (D)

Natural hubs where visitors might
meet, or to look for info

Portal by Memorial Park and
bus shelter.

Water Ave + Wallace St

N/A

key junctions where navigation
decisions are made

Wayfinding signs (3) to
Coquihalla River Park

Wallace + 3rd Ave (future)

N/A

96 x 48
(double-sided)

Marquee community trail heads
and park entrances

Kiosks at Silver Skagit road,
CRCP (Coquihalla River
Community Park)

Additional interpretive content

40 x 28
(panel 36 x 24)

Accompanying Major Interp. Kiosks

Silver Skagit gateway kiosk

Minor Interpretive
Kiosks

User info and interpretive displays for
parks, trails, and points of interest

48 x 48
(double-sided)

At trail entrances and key community features

Rambo Bridge sign, Flood Falls
Trail head, entrances into CRCP

Targeted Information

Convey specific information - like
closures, safety messaging, etc

Where needed, high visibility

No smoking signs in parks,
event bowl gates closed signs

Directional Trail signs

Wayfinding trail markers for pedestrians and bikers

At trail junctions and decision
points

Throughout CRCP

Amenity-specific
signage

Various signs for a specific amenity

Where needed

Tee pad signs at the disc golf
course, and caution flying discs

Gateway

To direct vehicles to town centre.

Portals - pedestrian
hub

To orient pedestrians to nearby town
amenities + provide general info

Hybrid

Combining both depending on
location

Regular Amenity
Routes

To direct traffic to community
highlights.

Combined amenity
sign (for busy
intersection)

Same as above, but using a combined
design (in the same style)

Custom

Major Interpretive
Kiosks

User info and interpretive displays for
parks, trails, and points of interest

Supporting panels for
Major Kiosks

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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(double-sided)

10 x 12 or
8x8
4x6
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PART 3: TYPES OF SIGNS
Most signage will fall under one of the three distinct classifications (according to the purpose and
function of the sign). These are Gateway Signage, Vehicle Wayfinding Signage, and Information
& Amenity Signage. They are described below (see previous page for a quick reference overview
of signage types.

GATEWAY SIGNAGE & COMMUNITY PORTALS

(for future development, based on the prototype built next to the Japanese Gardens)
Signs in this classification are meant to grab the attention of all visitors, and are some of the first
brand touchpoints many will encounter for Hope. These signs are large, to attract and invite
visitors to explore the heart of our town, beyond the highways and Old Hope Princeton Way
(OHPW). They are strategically located in high visibility, high traffic places, and will be designed
to be distinctly on-brand and attention drawing. They will be recognizable to most visitors as a
directional indicator for the town centre, or a community information hub.
The look of these signs shall employ the natural elements of dramatic granite rock with cedar
accents. They will all have the same look and feel, while each has its own slightly unique variations (no two granite boulders are identical). In that way, these signs will be instantly recognized
as being from the same memorable Hope brand – a strong, cohesive, and distinct brand that
visitors will remember.

Gateway Signage
These signs are meant to have high impact and serve as welcome signs for our community. The
target audience are drivers along Trans Canada Hwy. 1 and OHPW. The main purpose of these
signs is to indicate a main route to the town centre (Wallace Street & Memorial Park). As such,
these centerpieces of our brand need to be large in scale, and simple in their message. The
name of the town should be clear (logo), with simple words like “town centre” accompanied by
a directional arrow. A simple, subtle “welcome to” line is also acceptable, but not necessary.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Future Recommended Locations for Gateway Signs
Based on traffic flow and natural pedestrian tendencies, the following locations are recommended for each sign type.

OHPW + Hwy. 1
Most prominent of the Gateway Signs –
should be ‘the’ show piece welcome sign
for the community. In front of the Station
House. Directional to town centre should
point left towards Wallace Street and Water
Avenue junction.

Hwy. 1 + Wallace Street (at crosswalk)
This structure may be a hybrid between a
gateway and a portal sign, given that it’s a
key wayfinding location for both vehicle and
pedestrian traffic. Priority should still be on
indicating the town centre for vehicle traffic.

OHPW + 6th Avenue
Pointing vehicles to the town centre via 6th
Avenue. Ideally, there would be a roundabout with this sign as its centerpiece.

Hwy. 1 + Fraser Avenue
Welcoming westbound traffic to the Hope.
HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Future Recommended Locations for Gateway Signs
(continued)

Othello Road + District boundary
Between Spectra Energy and Fish Camp
Road - welcoming westbound visitors from
the Coquihalla Highway.
Thousands of westbound travellers leave
Hwy. 5 to at the Othello exit to visit the
Tunnels each summer. Having a prominent
gateway sign visible from the turnoff at
Tunnels Rd. would be very beneficial.

Flood Hope Road + east of Exit 168
Welcoming eastbound traffic to Hope. There
are a couple of possibilities for gateway or
community portal kiosks. If a good location
cannot be secured along Flood Hope Road,
then consider working with the new travel
plaza. They have plans to build a rest/park
area, and it may be the perfect public/
private opportunity.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Community Portals
Once people follow the Gateway Signs,
and make it into the town centre, the
Community Portals, done in the same recognizable style as the Gateway Signs, are the
next feature for visitors. The target audience
for these signs are visitors on foot. The
purpose of these signs is to give visitors an
idea of what amenities are in the immediate
vicinity, within a comfortable walking range.
One side of the portal should focus on
wayfinding (including a focused map), while
the other side should provide interesting
information unique to Hope and relevant to
the location of the portal. Keep in mind that
these signs are meant for visitors, and are
not meant to be complete business listings.
If a business or service is not relevant to a
visitor (i.e. business-to-business companies
or professional services), then it will not be
listed on a Community Portal.

Portal Prototype & Design Specifications
To date, one Community Portal has been
designed and produced. It is located on 3rd
Avenue, between the Japanese Garden and the
tour bus parking area. This Prototype shall
serve as the design style for all future portals
and Gateway Signage. Because these are
custom built, they will all have their subtle
differences, while maintaining the same
look and feel.

Height
10.5 feet (126 in)
320 cm

Depth
3.5 feet (42 in)
107 cm

Base Width
9.5 feet (114 in)
290 cm

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Portal Prototype & Design Specifications
(continued)

Window Opening
Width:
3.7 feet (44 in)
112 cm

Lexan panel
- 1/4” thickness
- Translucent print
- UV & Anti-graffiti
over lamination
- LED back lighting

Height:
4.75 feet (57 in)
145 cm

Width & Height:
3 feet (36 in)
92 cm

Frames
1 in
2.5 cm

Alupanel - 3mm

Fasteners

(Tamperproof )

- UV & Anti-graffiti
over lamination

AVSAFE Pan SS Screws
#10, 1.5” long

Width:
3 feet (36 in)
92 cm

Note: These screws
have to be ordered
(see supplier list in the
Appendix), and come
with a specific driver.

Height:
1 foot (12 in)
30.5 cm

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Portal Specs - Graphics
Minimum Margins

(continued)

2 in
5 cm

Lexan panel
Width &
Height:
3 feet (36 in)
92 cm

Typography
Font Family: Gill Sans Std
Font Size: 28 pt - 34 pt
Minimum font size: 28 pt

Alupanel
Width:
3 feet (36 in)
92 cm

Typography
Font Family: Gill Sans Std
Font Size: 28 pt
Minimum font size: 17 pt

Height:
1 foot (12 in)
30.5 cm

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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VEHICLE WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
As the name suggests, these signs are
intended to help vehicle traffic to navigate
to Hope attractions and points of interest.
The use of colour coding, iconography, and
arrows keep the signs simple and effective.
There should be no more than a couple
words on these signs, indicating the particular amenity it is representing.

Post Clamps & Caps
HS-1 Brackets
Rain Cap (on top)

The intention of these signs is to lead
vehicles, by way of a series of strategically
located signs, to a particular point of interest
or amenity. Each sign in the series is placed
at an intersection where the vehicle would
have to turn. Although the signs are effective for a vehicle coming from any directions, most of the routes should begin from
Wallace Avenue and 3rd (at the traffic lights).
OHPW, or Hwy. 1 (Water Ave).

Post Specs
23/8” Diameter
hollow aluminum
Height:
10’ 6” in (126 in)
320 cm

The prototype of the first series of signs for
the Coquihalla River Community Park has
been produced (Spring 2019).
Note: Due to the natural hub at Wallace St +
3rd Ave (for pedestrians and vehicles alike) it is
recommended that special vehicle wayfinding
sign be created at that junction, in the same
design “look & feel” as the signs in this category. I.e. Same icons, colour-coding, textures.

HOPE SIGNAGE PLAN & DESIGN STANDARDS
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Vehicle Wayfinding panel specs
Minimum Margins

Typography

Sides: 2 in
Top: 3 in
Bottom: 2.3 in

Font: Veneer
Font Size: 200 pt

Aluminum, 081

Height

Width

Icon Spacing

Icon Size

Arrow Height

1 foot (12 in)
30.5 cm

3 feet (36 in)
92 cm

1.6 in
4 cm

3.5 in
9 cm
12 pt Stroke

3 in
7.6 cm
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - VEHICLE WAYFINDING

Vehicle Wayfinding - Colour Coding

Future Routes & Amenities

To help drivers easily identify the next sign on their route, we’ve used
icons and colours to help grab their attention. the following colour
groupings are recommended for different amenity types. There are
only a few listed here, but as routes are added in the near future, this
document can be updated with new colour categories (see page 11 for
details on colours).

The first set of wayfinding signs have been produced for the Coquihalla
River Park. There are three, and they are placed at Wallace + 3rd Ave,
Wallace + 6th Ave, and 6th Ave + Kawkawa Lake Road.

Glacial
Blue

Information & Town Services

Needle
Green

Parks & Recreation

Below is a list of amenities to consider for wayfinding signs.
From Wallace + 3rd Ave:
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Visitor Centre, Town Hall, buildings/venues

Including viewpoints, trails, activities

Golf course
Hospital
Art Gallery
Rotary Trail – Wardle entrance
Christ Church
Centennial Park
Memorial Park
Recreation Centre
Kawkawa Lake Park
Thacker Regional Park
Othello Tunnels
Visitor Information Centre
Old Hope Princeton Way + all Highways

To Town Centre, from Common routes:

Autumn
Orange

While many signs will point people to something specific, we should
also aim to point people to our town centre from common access
routes. Below is a list of key locations for “Town Centre” signs.

Arts & Culture

››
››
››
››
››

Museum, Art Galleries & Historic Sites
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Old Hope Princeton Way (OHPW) + 3rd Ave
OHPW + Hwy. 1 (Exit 173)
Othello Road + Kawkawa Lake Road
Kawkawa Lake Road + 6th Ave.
Wallace St. + 6th Ave.

PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - VEHICLE WAYFINDING

INFORMATION & AMENITY SIGNAGE: OVERVIEW
This family of signs is the most prolific, and has the most variety of sign types. They are briefly
described here.

Major Interpretive Kiosks & Supporting Panels
These large sheltered kiosks (top image) house 8’ x 4’ double-sided information panels. They are
reserved for featured trail and park entrances that are popular. Current locations include:
›› Entrance to the Silver Skagit, beside Silver Creek (corner of Flood Hope Road and Silver
Skagit Road). See image top right.
›› Entrance to the Coquihalla River Community Park

Major Interpretive Kiosk, Silver Skagit Rd.

›› Parking area of the Hope Lookout Trail
›› Entrance to the Rotary Trails (at Wardle Street)
Along with the Major Interpretive Kiosks, smaller supporting panels can accompanying them.
these signs are 40” wide by 28” high, and stand approximately 3’ (36”) from the ground on an
angle. You can see some of these smaller interpretive panels in the image at top right.

Minor Interpretive Kiosks
Similar in style to their larger cousins described above, these signs are also meant as information
panels for users of trails, parks, and other points of interest. They house 4’ x 4’ double sided information panels (see middle photo), and can be found extensively throughout the community.
Most have park and trail info on one side, and some have interpretive info on the other.

Minor Interpretive Kiosk with park information

Targeted Information Signs - Safety & Regulatory
These signs are generally smaller, and are intended to deliver specific information. Many include
closure or safety messaging. See the bottom photo for an example. Most of these signs are
between 8” x 8” and 10” x 12”.

Amenity-Specific Signs
Most of these signs are custom designed for a particular amenity. The disc golf tee pad signs are
an excellent example of this kind of sign.

Directional Trail Finding Signs
The smallest of all signs, these 4” x 6” signs are meant to help people navigate trails. They sit
flush on a 4 x 4 post, and have branded post bands to tie them in with other park signage.
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Targeted Information Sign

PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - INFORMATION & AMENITY SIGNAGE

General Sign Specifications for all Information & Amenity Signage
Note: Unless otherwise specified, all sign panels are produced using 3mm Alupanel, and are finished with the 3M reflective anti-graffiti lamination.

Fasteners for panels

Alupanel - 3mm

(Tamper-proof )

(sign panel material)

AVSAFE Pan SS Screws
#10, 1.5” long
Note: These screws
have to be ordered
(see supplier list in the
Appendix), and require
a specific driver (there
are two in town).

3M UV & Anti-graffiti
over lamination
(reflective)

*Corner rounding
(0.5 in radius)

Only round the
corners if the sign will
be over-hanging a
post and is in a spot
where people may
brush up against it.

Stain for all kiosks and posts
All posts and wood products used in the manufacturing of
sign displays use the same staining product and treatment:
Base Coats (2)
Sikkens, Cetol 1, 078 Natural tint
Finishing (top) Coat
Sikkens, Cetol 23, 078 Natural tint
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - GENERAL SIGN PANEL SPECS

Major Interpretive Kiosks + Smaller Supporting Panels
The engineered specifications for these kiosks can be found in Appendix 2. For structural building specs and building materials, please refer to it.

Major Interpretive Kiosk
Display Panel Sizes

Window for panels

It is recommended that display
panels come in one of the two
formats below:

Width:
923/4 in
235 cm

1 Panel | 923/4” wide x 45” high
- or 2 Panels | 45” square with
balanced spacing

Height:
*45 in
114.5 cm
Note: Height can vary
according to kiosk! They
are 45” +/- 0.5”.

It completely depends on the
content as to which arrangement
best suits the kiosk.
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - MAJOR KIOSKS & SUPPORTING SUB-PANELS

Major Interpretive Kiosks + Smaller Supporting Panels
(continued)

Supporting Panels

Backing for Alupanel
1” x 6” cedar tongue + groove,
secured to cross members with 1.5”
coated deck screws (4 per board)
Width:
40 in (101.5 cm)
Height:
28 in (71 cm)

Cross members
- 3 foot long, 2” x 6” P/T, ripped
on a 45° angle to form 2 equal
cross members
- painted black
- secured to posts with 3” #10
coated deck screws
- one cross member on either
side of the posts, with the 45°
edges flush with the posts

Crossbar
Width:
2 feet (24 in)
1 in mortise in each
upright post to
secure crossbar

Posts & crossbar
- 4” x 4” jumbo, P/T posts
- painted black

Alupanel sign

Height above ground:
36 in (91.5 cm)
Cut at 45° for the top

Width:
3 feet (36 in)
91.5 cm
Height:
2 feet (24 in)
61 cm
Note: The panel shown here was
printed too large. There should
be a 2” space around the panel
for the wood to show.

Buried length:
approx. 36 in (91.5 cm)

Screws (2 per side)
6” galvanized lag bolts
with washers,
or 6” GRK screws.
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES & CLASSIFICATION

Minor Interpretive Kiosks

Top beam flashing
Standard black flashing
with 1” overhang

Mounting trim
1” x 1” cedar,
Fixed with 1.5” coated
deck screws

Construction materials
Posts + Beams:
6” x 6” Western Red Cedar
(WRC) rough cut
Backing for Alupanel:
1” x 6” WRC tongue + groove
*See page 29 for stain info

Alupanel sign
Width & Height:
4 feet (48 in)
122 cm
See page 29 for Alupanel
specifications

Cemented Posts
Each cedar post should be buried
approximately 2 - 3 feet (36 in) deep,
on a bed of 5 - 6 inches of gravel in the
post hole for drainage. Use 4 x 25kg
bags of concrete (i.e. Post Haste).
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - MINOR INTERPRETIVE KIOSKS

Minor Interpretive Kiosks
(continued)

Total width

Top beam (45° angled edges)

6 feet (72 in)
183 cm
*May not be exact

6” x 6” cedar (WRC, rough cut)
6’ (72 in) top edge
5’ 2” (62 in) bottom edge
1” mortices to attach uprights

Backing for Alupanel
1” x 6” WRC tongue + groove
4’ (48 in) lengths

Sign panel opening
Width & Height:
4 feet (48 in)
122 cm

Height (above ground)
7’ 6” (90 in) approx.

Posts
10’ 6” x 6” cedar posts (WRC, rough cut)
3’ (36 in) buried
7’ (84 in) above ground
1” mortice to attach bottom beam

Bottom beam

6” x 6” cedar (WRC, rough cut)
Width:
4’ 2” (50 in)
127 cm

Space between uprights
4 feet (48 in)
122 cm
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - MINOR INTERPRETIVE KIOSKS

Targeted Information Signs - Safety & Regulatory
These signs are generally smaller, and are intended to deliver specific
information. Many include closure or safety messaging, although
instructional and advisory messaging is also common.
Like all sign panels in this category, follow the Alupanel specifications
found on page 29.
These signs may be mounted to trees, fencing, or if there is not an
obvious mounting medium, using 4” x 4” rough cut cedar posts (actual
dimensions).
When using 4” x 4” posts, stain them according to the specifications on
page 29. To maintain brand unity and keep things looking sharp, metal
post bands should be used with 4 x 4s if available. See image below.

Rounded corners

Panel Sizes

0.5” radius

For most purposes,
stick to the panel sizes
below. Exceptions can
be made on a caseby-case basis.

(only if mounted on a post,
or in a place people might
brush up against it)

10” wide x 12” high
- or -

Brand unifying band

8” x 8” square

Post sleeve

Posts (8 foot)
4” x 4” jumbo cedar posts
3’ (36 in) buried
5’ (60 in) above ground
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - TARGETED INFORMATION SIGNS

Amenity-Specific Signs
These signs are generally smaller, and are intended to deliver specific
information. Many include closure or safety messaging, although
instructional and advisory messaging is also common.
Like all sign panels in this category, follow the Alupanel specifications
found on page 29.
These signs may be mounted to trees, fencing, or if there is not an
obvious mounting medium, using 4” x 4” rough cut cedar posts (actual
dimensions).
When using 4” x 4” posts, stain them according to the specifications on
page 29. To maintain brand unity and keep things looking sharp, metal
post bands should be used with 4 x 4s if available. See image below.
These disc golf signs are a good example of amenity-specific signs.
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - AMENITY-SPECIFIC SIGNS

Directional Trail Signs
Once people are roaming around on our community, these signs are
intended to keep them on track.
The panels are 4” x 6” and are meant to be flush-mounted on 4” x 4”
(jumbo) posts. These posts should be angle cut at the top and stained
according to the specifications on page 29.
They should be affixed with 2 tamperproof screws - vertically centered,
and both 1/2” from the top/bottom edges.
Unifying post bands should be used for all directional trail signs (see
below), and overlap with the Alupanel to help keep it in place.

Mock-up image
This is a render of the
branded post sleeves.
Actual signs run to the
vertical edges of the posts.

4” x 6” Directional Trail Signage

Brand unifying band
Post sleeve
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PART 3 | SIGN TYPES - DIRECTIONAL TRAIL SIGNS

There are always exceptions!
There will always be signage requirements that don’t fit the mould. As
long as the guidelines for signage designs are adhered to (Parts 1 & 2
of this document) then unique signs can still be tied to the Hope Brand.
In these cases, professional design consulting should be used to determine the best format for any sign that is unique (armed with these
standards of course!).

5” x 5” Kettle Valley Railway trail markers, unstained
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Previous Contractors & Suppliers

Appendix 2: Engineering Plans for Major Kiosks

Appendix 3: Graffiti Removal from Alupanel Signs
Appendix 4: List of Abbreviations
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1 - CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS
*Please note: This is a list of previously used contractors and businesses. Third parties may use whomever they choose
for their signage needs. AdvantageHOPE and the District of Hope are not liable for privately-contracted arrangements
with any organization (on this list or otherwise).

Hope Mountain Centre for Outdoor Learning

Signarama Langley

Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Kiosk and panel install + maintenance
Kelly Pearce
604-869-1274
info@hopemountain.org
HopeMountain.org

Sign panel production
Bruce Stevenson
604-532-1860
info@signarama-langley.com
Signarama-Langley.com

Alpen Ventures

Kropp Shop

Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:

Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Kiosk design + installation
Justin Brown
778-229-9729
justinjcbrown@gmail.com

Boldfish Creative
Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Brand wrangler, graphic design, signage plan
Alison Harwood
250-290-1719
design@boldfishcreative.com
BoldfishCreative.com

Sign panel production
Donna + Michael Kropp
604-869-7468
signs@kroppshop.com
hope-signcrafters.com

Loss Prevention Fasteners
Service:
Contact:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Tamper-proof screws and drivers
Bill Kellett
604-591-1100
bkellett@lpfast.com
LPFast.com

Beacon Collective
Service: Graphic design
Contact: Dani Vachon
Website: BeaconCollective.com
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APPENDIX 1 - PREVIOUSLY USED CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

APPENDIX 2 - ENGINEERING PLANS FOR MAJOR KIOSKS
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APPENDIX 2 - ENGINEERED SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAJOR KIOSKS

APPENDIX 3: GRAFFITI REMOVAL FROM ALUPANEL SIGNS
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APPENDIX 3 - GRAFFITI REMOVAL FROM ALUPANEL SIGNS

Cleaning of Anti Graffiti Films
Instructional Bulletin #1.15 (Revision New)
Dated: 12/31/14
1.0 Scope
The procedure for removing stains from graphics protected with Graffiti Free overlaminates is
divided into five categories, as shown below, and used to classify specific cleaning agents listed
in section 3. In most cases the stains can be removed without a trace. Cleaners should be
applied generously using a soft cloth with very light pressure. A soft bristle brush will aid cleaning
in corrugated or textured applications.
2.0 Categories
0 = Dry cloth only
1 = Damp cloth only
2 = Mild soap and water
3 = High-strength household detergent (full strength)
4 = Solvent (acetone, methyl ethyl ketone [MEK], or nail polish remover)
0-1 Cloth Only, Wet
or Dry.
2-3 Soap,
Household
Detergent.

4 Solvent.

Many staining agents such as gasoline, rubber scuff marks, and coffee can
simply be wiped from the graphic with either a wet or dry cloth.
To remove stains such as catsup, black crayon, or lipstick, use a warm, fullstrength solution of household detergent and a final rinse of clear water.
For stains with heavy oil or grease bases, use a solvent such as acetone, methyl
ethyl ketone (MEK), or nail polish remover. In some cases-e.g., chewing gum and
marking ink pen-commercial fabric cleaning fluids may be used.

3.0 Specific Staining Agents and Their Cleanability Ratings
Acetic Acid
Acetone
Alcohol (Ethyl)
Ammonia (10%)
Amyl Acetate
Betadine
Blood
Brown Shoe Polish
Calamine Lotion
Carbon Tetrachloride
Catsup

0
0
0
0
0
4
1
4
0
0
3

Gasoline
Glacial Acetic Acid
Grape Juice
Grease (Asphalt)
Hydrochloric Acid (20%)
Hydrogen Peroxide (30%)
Hypochlorite Bleach
Ink (ballpoint pen)
Ink (marking pen)
Iodine
Lipstick

0
0
1
3
0
0
1
4
4
2
3

Section 1 – General Information
Instructional Bulletin
Page 1 of 2
www.graphics.averydennison.com
Customer Service: 800-282-8379

Chocolate Syrup
Citric Acid (10%)
Coffee
Crayon (black)
Ethyl Alcohol
Ethylene Glycol
Fluorescein Sodium

1
1
1
3
0
0
1

Mercurochrome
Merthiolate
Methyl Blue in Phenol Indicator
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Methyl Purple
Methyl Red

2
1
4
0
4
4

Milk
Mustard
Nitric Acid (10%)
Paint (Krylon® spray)
Pencil
Phenol (5%)
Phenol Blue (1%)
Potassium Permanganate in
Water (10%)
Red Wine
Rubber Scuff Marks
Salad Dressing
Silver Nitrate
Silver Protein

1
1
0
4
4
0
4
1

Sodium Bisulfate
Sodium Hydroxide
Stainless Mercresin
Sulfuric Acid (30%)
Tea
Toluene
Trisodium Phosphate
Tomato Juice

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2

1
0
0
4
1

Turpentine
Urea
Urine
Vinegar
Worcestershire Sauce

0
1
1
1
1

4.0 Pressure Washing
When using high-pressure equipment, a pressure of 1200 psi (80 bars or 84 kg/cm²) and a water
temperature of 120° F (50° C) should not be exceeded. In order to reduce the risk of decal edge
lift, a minimum distance of 12 in. (30 cm) should be maintained from the nozzle to the film
surface. In addition, the dispenser nozzle should be as perpendicular to the film surface as
possible (increased angles of the water jet promote decal edge lift).

NOTE: The above recommendations and cleaners are intended as a source of information and are given
without a guarantee and do not constitute a warranty. Purchasers should independently test cleaning
agents and methods, prior to use, to determine their suitability.
Avery Dennison™ is a registered trademark of Avery Dennison Corp.
Revisions have been italicized.
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Instructional Bulletin
Page 2 of 2
www.graphics.averydennison.com
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APPENDIX 4 - LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS & SYMBOLS
KVR

Kettle Valley Railway

CRCP

Coquihalla River Community Park

OHPW

Old Hope Princeton Way

FVRD

Fraser Valley Reginal District

Ave

Avenue

St

Street

Hwy

Highway

WRC

Western Red Cedar

P/T

Pressure Treated

in

inches

“

inches

‘

feet

cm

centimetres

W

width

H

height

D

depth

caps

all capitals

CMYK

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black colour code

RGB

Red, Green, Blue colour code

HEX

Hexadecimal colour code
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APPENDIX 1 - PREVIOUSLY USED CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS

